The EJOT EASYboss® was developed as an alternative to sheet metal clips.
It is used in plastic components that do not allow direct assembly due to lack of
penetration depth, injection moulded bosses or other various reasons. Further
applications are thin-walled components made of different materials (sandwich) and thin
sheets.
EASYboss® may be assembled by means of a snap fit to the edge or clearance cutouts in the surface of the component. The EASYboss® will take up tolerances of the hole
and its position. To accomodate varying part thicknesses and hole positions EJOT offers a
range of standardized sizes.

The EJOT® „boss“ family convinces by:
Little relaxation and sufficient remaining clamp load during the lifetime of the component
Excellent vibration resistance
No jamming or interlocking in case of bulk packaged goods
Safe assembly with the EJOT DELTA PT® screw
Corrosion and media resistance, without further surface treatment
Recyclable
Weight advantage over metal parts
Multiple repeat assembly possible

EASYboss®
The standard solution

Assembly by means of a snap fit to the edge
high load capacity of the fastening spot due to big bearing surface
Easy disassembly
Materials: POM, PA (GF), PBT, PP-GF30
Optimized for DELTA PT® screws with diameter of 3,5 - 6,0 mm
Thickness of substructure: 1,0 - 6,0 mm
Insertion depth: 5,0 - 15,0 mm
EASYboss® V
The standard solution for varying snap on thicknesses.

A novel fastening element that can be used for assembly on varying thicknesses of components, realized through an axially movable center part; the actual boss. The boss is
kept in its position by two opposed spring elemets, thus the EASYboss® V does not
cause rattling noises under vibration nor will the fastening element fall off.

SQUAREboss
The standard solution for smaller installation space

The EJOT SQUAREboss is a tailor-made fastening element. In combination with the
DELTA PT® screw it allows an economic and safe joint. Assembly in the substructure
takes place by manual pushing through in assemby direction.
VARIOboss®
Multifunctional and variable.

A multifunctional fixing system made of plastic and available in variable designs.
The special design of the VARIOboss® accommodates different sheet thicknesses with
one component. Face mounted, and retained in place before the mating DELTA PT®
screw is inserted.

The EJOT Boss Family.
Non corrosive.
Reusable.
Lightweight.
Quick installation
Tolerance accommodating.
Great under vibration.
Recyclable.

